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Atmospheric density and pressure inferred from the meteor diffusion coefficient
and airglow O2b temperature in the MLT region
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Atmospheric density and pressure in the upper mesosphere-lower thermosphere (MLT) region, around 90 km,
are inferred from the meteor trail ambipolar diffusion coefficients, D, and simultaneously observed airglow O2b
rotational temperatures. For the present study simultaneous observation data from the meteor radar and SATI
imaging spectrometer taken at Shigaraki MU radar observatory (34.9◦N, 136.1◦E) were used. From the 18 winter
nights of data, it is observed that in most of the cases nocturnal variation of the O2 temperature has a good correlation
with D at 90 to 92 km. The inferred densities at 90 km showed a negative correlation with temperature variation,
suggesting a constant pressure process. The O2 emission intensity shows a good correlation with the temperature,
and negative correlation with the density variation. The OH rotational temperature and D at 87 km also showed
similar results to the case of the O2 temperature.
Key words: Airglow, meteor trail, temperature, density, pressure.

1. Introduction
The earth’s upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere

(MLT) is a photochemically and dynamically very active re-
gion. Atomic oxygen recombination process produces a se-
ries of oxygen-hydrogen reaction chain, releasing kinetic and
chemical energy, and airglow emissions. Tidal and gravity
waves propagated from the lower atmosphere start breaking
and having an important role in vertical transport of atomic
oxygen. The MLT region is, therefore, a good place to inves-
tigate energy balance and coupling process between the mid-
dle and upper atmosphere. However, measurements of fun-
damental atmospheric parameters, i.e., density, temperature,
pressure, and minor constituents in this region are not easy.
Simultaneous measurements of these parameters are much
more limited. When we study spatial and temporal variation
of the airglow emission rates, it is essential to obtain infor-
mation of these atmospheric parameters. Airglow climatol-
ogy making use of recent atmospheric model and satellite
data has been carried out with a some success (Makhlouf et
al., 1998, Zhang et al., 2001). Lack of groundbased observa-
tion data, however, makes it difficult to advance the discus-
sion further.
Atmospheric temperature in the MLT region has been ob-

served by OH rotational temperature (Meinel, 1950; Bittner
et al., 2002). Molecular oxygen emission, O2b(0,1) band
at 866 nm, was also used to derive its rotational tempera-
ture (Wiens et al., 1991). Lidar techniques made it possible
to observe the height profile of the temperature from 80 to
100 km, using sodium atom resonance scattering (Yu and
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She, 1995). Meteor radar has also been used to retrieve tem-
perature. Meteor trail ambipolar diffusion coefficient is de-
pending on the local atmospheric temperature and pressure.
Applying a Boussinesq approximation between the tempera-
ture and density perturbation, Tsutsumi et al. (1994) showed
temperature as a function of the meteor diffusion coefficient.
Hocking et al. (1997) presented seasonal variation of T/P1/2

as a parameter directly related to the diffusion coefficient.
Hocking (1999) further developed an algorithm to determine
absolute values of the temperatures. In the algorithm he only
assumed a temperature gradient in the mesopause heights.
But the temperature gradient should vary with time, season
and latitude. Therefore this technique requires a temperature
gradient model for different season and location, or compara-
tive study with the other technique to find out the temperature
gradient.
Atmospheric density and pressure were retrieved by us-

ing meteor trail diffusivity and OH rotational temperature
by Takahashi et al. (2002). They found that the tempera-
ture and density in the emission layer at around 87 km are
anti-correlated, and the OH emission rates are well corre-
lated with the temperature, but not with the density. The re-
sults are somewhat in contradiction to our present knowledge
about the airglow OH emission process. Vibrationally ex-
cited OH is mainly produced by a hydrogen-ozone reaction,
H + O3 → OH(v) + O2. The ozone is produced by 3 body
oxygen recombination process, O + O2 + M → O3 + M ,
where M is a third element (N2 and O2), and is mainly lost
by the reaction with hydrogen. Under photochemical equi-
librium condition of the ozone, therefore, the OH emission
rate is proportional to the ozone production rate. The ozone
production is, in turn, approximately proportional to the neu-
tral density (square) and the reaction rate, which is a function
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of (1/T )2.3 (for example, Makhlouf et al., 1995). This indi-
cates that the emission rates should be negatively correlated
with the temperature. However, what we observed contra-
dicts this simple assumption. This argument suggested to
further investigate the relation of the airglow emission rates
compared to the density and temperature variations.
Between 70 and 120 km of altitude, most meteoroids (with

diameter from a few microns to a few mm) are ablated form-
ing ion-electron trails. Meteor radar (and MF radar, too) il-
luminates the trails by HF radio waves and measures their
diffusion decay time and Doppler shift of their frequency.
The former provides a diffusion coefficient and the latter
gives a trail radial drift velocity. The ion trail diffusion is
mainly through ion ambipolar diffusion and eddy diffusion
processes. In underdense trail condition (in the case when
the forces between the ions and molecules are long-range),
the diffusion is mainly through ambipolar diffusion. Jones
(1995) mentioned that the coefficient, D, should be related
to the ambient gas kinetic temperature T and the atmospheric
density, ρ, through the relation,

D ∝ T/ρ (1)

According to Chilson et al. (1996), the ionic diffusion coeffi-
cient Di , in a dilute system of ions and electrons in a neutral
gas, is given through the Einstein relation,

Di = (kT/e)(T/273.16)(1.013 × 105/P)Ko, (2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electronic charge,
1.6 × 10−19 C, P is pressure in Pascal and Ko is the ion
mobility in m2s−1. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient is
related to the ion diffusion coefficient,

D = Di(1 + T e/T i), (3)

where T e and T i are the electron and ion temperature, re-
spectively. If we assume that T i equals to T e through colli-
sional thermal equilibrium below 100 km. (3) becomes

D = 2Di (4)

Therefore, using (2), D can be presented as,

D = 6.39 × 10−2(T 2/P)Ko. (5)

The ion mobility in the meteor trail, is Ko = 2.5 × 10−4

m2s−1 assuming that the main ions are metallic (M+) and
the ambient neutral species are N2 (Chilson et al., 1996;
Hocking, 1997). From Eq. (5) atmospheric pressure can be
determined if we get information about the temperature by
the other means.

P = 1.60 × 10−5(T 2/D) (6)

The atmospheric number density, [n] in cm−3, can be cal-
culated using the ideal gas state equation, P = [n]kT and
(6);

[n] = 1.159 × 1012(T/D) (7)

In the present work the O2 and OH rotational tempera-
tures, and D are used to calculate the number density and
pressure. The D can be obtained as a function of height and

time, D(z, t), but the two emissions are from different alti-
tudes and their peak height would change with time. From
airglow rocket observations, it is well known that the O2b
emission peak height is located at around 94 ± 2 km (Greer
et al., 1986) and the OH emission is located at 87 ± 2 km
(Baker and Stair, 1988). Recent satellite measurements by
UARS/WINDII (Upper atmosphere Research Satellite/Wind
Imaging Interferometer) reveal that the OH emission peak
height should vary more than 2 km, depending on the local
time, season and latitude (Zhang et al., 2001). As a first step
we choose the O2 temperature (TO2) to be from 94 km and
the OH temperature (TOH) from 87 km. As mentioned later,
however, the assumption of the O2b emission height gave
disagreement with our present correlation analysis between
D and TO2. Rather we feel that the emission height should
be around 90 km. Our discussion is focused first on the cross-
correlation between the D and TO2 and TOH with different
height of D, and then on calculation of the atmospheric den-
sity and pressure. The inferred density and pressure varia-
tions were compared with variations of the temperature and
the airglow emission rates.

2. Observation
2.1 MU radar
The Middle and Upper atmosphere (MU) radar is a large

atmospheric radar, observing neutral wind and turbulence in
the mesosphere, stratosphere and troposphere (as an MST
radar), and incoherent scatter from the ionosphere (as an IS
radar). The system is a monostatic pulsed Doppler radar.
The main characteristics are summarized in Table 1. In me-
teor mode the transmission beam pattern is distorted so as to
provide maximum radiation at zenith angles of 30–40◦ with
an isotropic beam pattern in the azimuth direction, in order
to increase the meteor echo number. Reception is handled
by an array of 4 independent Yagi antennas out of 475 Yagi’s
in the triangular arrays with a spacing of 0.697 wavelength,
so as to measure the echo arrival direction accurately (Naka-
mura et al., 1997). Although the largest triangle out of 4
antennas is useful in obtaining a better precision in the direc-
tion measurement and the additional antenna act to minimize
the ambiguity in direction, there are still some ambiguity for
the meteors with an elevation angle smaller than 33.5 de-
gree in a similar way as discussed in Nakamura et al. (1991).
Therefore, these ambiguous meteors are discarded and not
used for the further analysis. In this way meteor echoes are
observed in the 75–100 km altitude range over a 200 km di-
ameter horizontal area at 90 km. Details of the transmitting
and receiving antennas and data processing procedure have
been presented by Nakamura et al. (1991). In the meteor
radar mode of the MU radar, horizontal wind velocities, N-S
and E-W components and the meteor trail ambipolar diffu-
sion coefficient are measured, as a function of height from
75 to 100 km, with a height resolution of 1 km. The time
integration used to determine the diffusion coefficient for the
present work was about 30 minutes.
2.2 SATI O2b(0,1) and OH(6,2) band measurements

The O2b(0,1) band P branch spectra at 867 nm and
OH(6,2) Q branch spectra at 836 nm were observed by a
spectral airglow temperature imager (SATI). The imager
characteristics have been published elsewhere (Wiens et al.
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Fig. 1. Correlation between the observed O2b(0,1) band intensity and O2 rotational temperature. Each plot corresponds to a half-hourly averaged value.
Data base: see Table 2.

Table 1. MU radar characteristics (meteor radar mode).

Item Characteristics

Observatory Shigaraki (34.85 N, 136.1 E)

Antenna system circular array of 475 crossed Yagi

Operational frequency 46.5 MHz

Bandwidth 1.65 MHz

Beam width 3.6 deg.

Transmitter Peak 1 MW, average 50 kW

Aperture 8330 m2, 103 m in diameter

Beam angle 30–40 degree from zenith

Time resolution 0.5 hour

Height resolution 1 km

1997). SATI makes an image of spectral lines (interference
fringes) on a CCD camera, employing a technique of spa-
tial spectral scanning. The rotational temperatures of the O2

and OH are calculated from the line intensities of the rings
and the band intensities were calculated from the integrated
intensities.
Observation of the O2 and OH rotational temperature us-

ing SATI has been carried out since 1997 as a part of the Op-
tical Mesosphere Thermosphere Imagers system (OMTIs) of
Nagoya University (Shiokawa et al., 1999). Two band spec-
tra are measured alternatively by changing the filter with an
exposure of 2 minutes. The time resolution of the O2 and
OH temperature is, therefore, 4 minutes. SATI has an annu-
lar field of view in the sky, with a radius of 30 ± 3.5◦ zenith
angle centred on the zenith. The temperature and intensity
of each emission are obtained for 12 azimuthal sectors in
the sky around the zenith. In the present work, azimuthally
averaged values are used to compare with the meteor radar
measurement carried out at the same place. Data processing

Table 2. Database of the meteor ambipolar diffusion coefficients, O2b(0,1),
and OH(6,2) temperatures used in the present work.

No. of night O2b(0,1) OH(6,2)

data points data points

1998 7 104 -

1999 6 79 -

2000 5 64 64

to calculate the O2 and OH rotational temperature has been
discussed in Wiens et al. (1997).

3. Results
Simultaneous measurements of SATI O2 airglow and MU

radar meteor wind were concentrated during the winter
months from November to January from 1998 to 2000. In
Table 2 the database is summarized. A total of 18 nights,
247 half-hourly mean values are used in the present analy-
sis. The OH temperature data were also available but only in
2000. Since the data set is different in the two emissions, the
present work concentrates on the analysis of the O2 emission
and comparison of the two emissions will be discussed in the
later section. In general there is a good correlation between
the O2 emission rate, IO2, and its rotational temperature TO2,
not only for short term (nocturnal) variation but also for day
to day variation. In Fig. 1 the half-hourly means of IO2 and
TO2 are plotted. A high correlation coefficient, r = 0.82,
indicates a close correlation between the two parameters. It
is interesting to note that there is a clear upper limit of the
emission rates for the temperature range from 210 to 260 K.
No such limit can be seen for the lower limit.
The meteor trail ambipolar diffusion coefficient D is a

function of height, increasing exponentially with height. In
Fig. 2 all of the data points of D(z, t) with a half hour aver-
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Fig. 2. Meteor trail ambiploar diffusion coefficient, D(z, t), as a function of altitude observed at Shigaraki during the period of 1998 and 2000 (Database:
see Table 2).
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Fig. 5. Atmospheric number density, [n], at 90 km versus O2 rotational temperature, TO2 (top), and the atmospheric pressure, P at 90 km, versus TO2
(bottom).

aged values are shown. It is interesting to note that D values
start to diffuse above 95 km. It could be due to large vari-
ability of the atmospheric temperature and density. Cervera
and Reid (2000) pointed out the importance of interaction of

the plasma trail with ambient magnetic field. According to
them, the effect becomes important above 93 km. Further
study would be necessary in order to explain it.
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Fig. 6. O2b(0,1) band intensity versus atmospheric number density at 90 km.

3.1 TO2 vs. D at 90 km
Correlation study between the ambipolar diffusion coef-

ficient, D, and TO2 requires information on altitude of the
O2 emission layer, because D is strongly dependent on the
atmospheric density, which is a function of height. From
the rocket observations, it is believed that the emission layer
peak height is located at around 94 km of altitude (Greer et
al., 1986). The layer, however, could change its height de-
pending on the atomic oxygen profile and its recombination
processes, O + O + M → O∗

2 + M, followed by O∗
2 + O2 →

O2(b). In order to check the unknown height, the (D, TO2)
values are plotted, for D at 90, 92 and 94 km in Fig. 3. It is
clear to see that D and TO2 are well correlated for D at 90
km. In order to check the correlation feature between TO2

and D(z), the correlation coefficient was calculated choosing
the D values from 86 to 96 km, and the results are shown in
Fig. 4. It can be seen that D has a maximum correlation at
90 ± 1 km. This indicates that the O2b emission height in
this data set should be around 90 km, not 94 km as assumed
previously based on rocket observations (Greer et al., 1986).
Also shown in the figure is in the case of TOH correlation
with D from 84 to 90 km. The maximum correlation can be
seen at 88 ± 1 km. This is very close to rocket observation
data published elsewhere (Baker and Stair, 1988).
As mentioned in the previous section, the ambipolar dif-

fusion coefficient D is a function of the local atmosphere
temperature and density. For short period variations (1–6
hours) the density and temperature are not necessarily vary-
ing in phase. The half-hourly values (D(z, t), TO2(t)) there-
fore could include a phase lag effect. Therefore, nocturnal
mean values (D(z), T (O2)) for the different altitudes are also
compared, and found that the correlation coefficients again
showed the highest for the group of D at 90 km.
3.2 [n] and P vs. TO2

Using the D values at 90 km, the number density (cm−3)
and pressure (Pa) were calculated and are shown in Fig. 5.

The density varied from 5.5 to 8.0 × 1013 cm−3, and the
pressure was between 0.18 and 0.25 Pa. These values are
in agreement with MSISE-90 model atmosphere. The model
shows, for example, the number density at 90 km at Shi-
garaki (35◦N) varying from 6.0 to 7.6× 1013 cm−3, depend-
ing on the season. The number density shows a tendency of
negative correlation with TO2, while the pressure shows a
positive correlation form, although both of them have a low
level of correlation.
3.3 O2 emission rates vs. [n]

The O2b band emission rates and the number density [n]
are plotted in Fig. 6. A negative correlation feature is no-
ticeable. The relation between the OH emission rates and
[n] presented by Takahashi et al. (2002) was also similar to
the present result. Since both the emission rates are sensitive
to the atmospheric density in the emission layer, the present
result needs to be explained by some other factors.

4. Discussion
4.1 Why is the correlation of TO2 with D optimum at 90

km
The best correlation of the O2 temperatures with the me-

teor ambipolar diffusion coefficient D at 90 km altitude
somewhat contradicts our knowledge of the O2 emission
height. Based on the rocket observations which have been
carried out hitherto it is well known that the emission layer
is located around 94 km of altitude with a half width of 8
km (Witt et al., 1979; Greer et al., 1986; Watanabe et al.,
1981; Takahashi et al., 1996). Some rocket observations re-
ported a lower peak height below 90 km (Witt et al., 1984),
but not as a common case. Therefore the difference of 4
km between the present result and the rocket observation
is significant. The observed TO2 temperature might not be
necessarily representing a temperature at the emission peak
height. If the temperature has a vertical gradient, positive
during the summer and negative in winter, and the emission
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Fig. 7. Correlation between the OH(6,2) band intensity, TOH, D at 87 km, inferred atmospheric density, [n], and pressure, P . Database: see Table 2.

profile is not symmetric but in a form of Chapman layer, the
brightness-weighted temperature TO2 will tend to dislocate
from the emission peak height. From the previous rocket
measurements, however, the O2b emission profile is known
to be almost symmetric around the peak height (Greer et al.,
1986). Therefore the systematic displacement expected from
this ambiguity should not be large as much as 4 km, the dif-
ference observed in the present study.
The O2 emission peak height is dependent on photochem-

ical balance of the atomic oxygen concentration, tempera-
ture and density profiles between 80 and 100 km as men-
tioned before. Therefore it could change from day to day,
even during the night when the tidal and gravity wave oscil-
lations pass through the emission layer. Zhang and Shepherd
(1999) reported, from the UARS satellite data, that the O(1S)
and OH emission heights dislocate as much as 2 km during
the night by tidal oscillation of the atmosphere in the upper
mesosphere region. In order to check the correlation of TO2

and D for individual night, we also calculated the correlation
coefficient of the nocturnal variations for each night again
varying D from 88 to 96 km. The result was similar to that
shown in Fig. 4. From the total of 18 nights, 9 nights showed
the best correlation with D at 90 km, 3 nights with D at 92
km and 4 nights with D at 94 km. Only one night showed
the best correlation with D at 96 km. It indicates that the O2

emission height changes from night to night, varying from
90 to 96 km, and is frequently located at around 90 to 92
km. It should be remembered that our present data are con-
centrated during the winter season (November to December).
No data was available from the summer months. Therefore
the present results do not conclude that the O2 emission layer
is always located at around 90 to 92 km. The emission layer
could be higher during the other seasons as the rocket ob-
servation reported. The OH data in 2000 showed the best
correlation pattern at 88 km (Fig. 4). This is a good agree-
ment with rocket measurements of the OH emission, 87 ± 3
km (Baker and Stair, 1988).
4.2 Anti-correlation of T and [n]
The estimated atmospheric density, [n], is anti-correlated

with TO2 (Fig. 5). A similar result has been reported by
Takahashi et al. (2002) using the OH rotational temperature,
TOH, measured by MULTI-4 photometer, and D at 87 km
observed at the same place but in the other period. In the
present study OH emission data were also available from
the SATI spectrometer. Because of some ambiguity in ab-
solute values of the SATI OH temperature data in 2000 (Sh-
iokawa, private communication), the SATI rotational tem-
peratures were normalized to those obtained by MULTI-4
photometer operated during the same period. The number
density and pressure were calculated assuming that the OH
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emission layer is located at around 87 km. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. For the present analysis, only the OH data
in 2000 (Table 2) were used. The correlation features are
similar to those reported by Takahashi et al. (2002), with
positive correlation between D and TOH. The inferred den-
sity [n] is again anti-correlated to TOH. The pressure, on the
other hand, showed no variation with temperature. Therefore
the anti-correlation between the temperature and density is a
common feature in the mesopause region.
The anti-correlation between the atmospheric density and

temperature can also be seen in the nocturnal variations. Fig-
ures 8 and 9 show nocturnal variations of the intensity and
temperature of the O2 and OH emissions, D, [n] and pres-
sure inferred from each emission, assuming that the emission
height on this night was 87 km for OH and 90 km for the
O2 emissions. On this night, the airglow intensity and tem-
perature for both the emissions increased toward midnight.
Local time of the temperature maximum of TO2 and TOH
was shifted by 60 minutes, indicating that these variations
were generated most probably by the tidal or inertial gravity
wave oscillations, likely with the phase propagating down-
wards (Takahashi et al., 1998). The temperature of TO2 var-
ied with an amplitude of 20 K (∼8.7%). The atmospheric
density at 87 and 90 km decreased to a minimum around
midnight, opposite to the temperature variations. The am-
plitude of variation at 90 km was about 9%, approximately

the same as the temperature. No wavelike oscillation was
observed in the pressure variation.
The anti-correlation between the atmospheric density and

temperature suggests that the atmosphere in the emission
layers has a constant pressure variation under condition of
Boussinesq approximation:

dT/T + dn/n = 0. (8)

Our present results that the O2 and OH emission rates have
strong positive correlation with the local temperature varia-
tion and negative correlation with the density variation are
difficult to understand straightforward. In the case of De-
cember 22 (Figs. 8 and 9), the increase of the temperature,
about 35 K, from 20:00 LT to 24:00 LT, and the decrease
of density, about 15% during the same period, could not ex-
plain the intensity increase of O2b by a factor of 3 and a
factor of 1.8 for the OH emission rates. If one considers that
both the 3 body atomic oxygen recombination processes, O
+ O + M (responsible for production of an excited molec-
ular oxygen) and O + O2 + M (responsible for production
of ozone and subsequently OH) have reaction rates which
have a negative sense to the temperature variation (Campbell
and Gray, 1973), these two emissions should decrease with
increasing temperature. Some other processes (or factors)
should be included in order to explain the strong increase.
Vertical transport of atomic oxygen during the wave propa-
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gating would be one such processes. Further model calcula-
tion of the emission rates considering more realistic model
atmosphere should be necessary for further discussions.

5. Conclusions
Simultaneous measurement of the airglow O2b(0,1) band

temperature, TO2, and meteor trail ambipolar diffusion co-
efficient, D, made it possible to infer atmospheric density,
[n] and pressure, P , in the emission layer. Good correlation
between TO2 and D was found for the D at around 90 km
in height, suggesting that the O2 emission layer is located
at around 90 km, lower than believed from past rocket mea-
surements. The inferred atmospheric densities, [n], are anti-
correlated to the temperature variation. This suggests that at-
mospheric perturbation, generated by tidal oscillation for ex-
ample, would happen under a condition of constant pressure.
Good positive correlation between the emission rates and
temperature and negative correlation with the atmospheric
density suggests that the emission rates are much more sen-
sitive to the local temperature than the density. Present data
are concentrated in the winter season. Further observation
should be carried out for equinox and summer seasons in or-
der to see further relationship between D and TO2.
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